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Nothing in business is so valuable as time   John H.Patterson 
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In response to dedicated freight corridor being constructed between Delhi and Mumbai covering a length of 1483 

kilometres, Haryana has drawn up plans to set up a cargo airport in the NCR sub-region.  

 

After carrying out preliminary site visit and pre-feasibility study, the Airports Authority of India has given its consent 

to the project site. In order to tap the opportunities likely to be generated by the freight corridor, a band of 150 

kilometres on both sides is being developed as Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC) covering the states of Uttar 

Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra. The DMIC Sub-Region in Haryana covers 

about 29,362 square kilometres area, which accounts for about 66.4 per cent of the total area of the state. 

 

Investment Regions at the four nodes of Manesar-Bawal and Kundli-Sonipat and Industrial Regions at Faridabad-

Palwal and Rewari-Hissar have been identified. An Integrated Multimodal Logistics Hub at Bawal in Rewari has also 

been proposed. 

 

 

Last month New Globe has held an customer familiarization event in Mumbai and Bangalore calling 

together clients , airline and shipping lines members. The event in Mumbai saw a turnout of over 260, 

while in Bangalore over 200 clients joined in the event. 

 

Clients were treated with special screening of bollywood movie. Part of the function was meeting with 

clients and getting a better understanding of the issues facing different industries The main aim was to 

interact with them socially which allowed building stronger and longer relations over time. 
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